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ITEM SPECIFICATIONS TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

WARNING

The requirements and the guidelines herein are to be considered purely indic-
ative and corresponding to our everyday best experience. We therefore recom-
mend carrying out the tests in order to verify that the product corresponds to 
what is actually required and expected. We, as producers, do not assume any 
responsibility about how, when and where our products are applied except for the 
constant quality of the material.
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PREPARATION AND LAYING

Component B to realize products with excel-
lent elastic modulus, as:

• ISOLCOLL ELASTIC
• ISOLVASCHE ELASTIC

Products admixed with ELASTIC resin are extremely effective 
because can follow the support perfectly, without collpase in 
presence of high stresses.

As additive in ISOLVASCHE products: for waterproofing swim-
ming pools, reinforced concrete tubs, basins and hydroelec-
tric power plants pipes, balconies, terraces, bathrooms, for 
protecting plasters, walls in contact with sea water, highway 
viaducts, dams and tunnels.

As additive in ISOLCOLL products: allows to bind tiles on tiles, 
creates a system which uses the whole pavement as rein-
forcement network instead of the glass fiber mesh to give it 
flexibility and resistance.

Acrylic resin with low temperature of vitreous transition and 
very low elastic modulus, for production of ISOLVASCHE 
ELASTIC and ISOLCOLL ELASTIC.

With ISOLVASCHE products: mix component A (powder) with 
component B (liquid) in proportion 4:1 with propeller mixing 
paddle until you get a soft and sliding paste. It is recommend-
ed to observe given proportions; only in case the temperature 
is too high or the ground too absorbent, it is possible to in-
crease with another 10% the liquid B component.

With ISOLCOLL products: mix component A (powder) with 
component B (liquid) in proportion 25:6 with propeller mixing 
paddle until you get a soft and sliding paste. It is recommend-
ed to observe given proportions; only in case the temperature 
is too high or the ground too absorbent, it is possible to in-
crease with another 10% the liquid B component.

FOR INDOOR
& OUTDOOR USE

MECHANICAL
MIXING

TO BE APPLIED 
AT TEMPERATURE 
FROM 5°C TO 35°C

TO BE APPLIED 
WITH STAINLESS
STEEL TROWEL

COMPONENT B IN
TWO-COMPONENT 
PRODUCTS

USE PERSONAL 
PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT

PACKS OF 
5 LITRES
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